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Excellent 85% -
100%

Proficient 66% -
84%

Basic 50% - 65% Not Yet Incomplete

1.1.3.1 Discover
and explore -
Express
preferences -
pursue a
personal
interest in
specific genres
by particular
writers.

I can
comprehensively
pursue a
personal interest
in specific
genres by
particular
writers.

I can
thoroughly
pursue a
personal
interest in
specific genres
by particular
writers.

I can pursue a
personal

interest in
specific genres
by particular
writers with

support.

I cannot
demonstrate an
understanding

of learner
outcomes at
grade level.

There is not
enough

evidence to
provide a

grade on the
learner

outcomes.
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Excellent 85% -
100%

Proficient 66%
- 84%

Basic 50% - 65% Not Yet Incomplete

2.2.3..3 Respond
to Texts -
Appreciate the
artistry of texts
- identify and
discuss how
word choice and
order, figurative
language, plot,
setting and
character work
together to
create mood
and tone.

I can
comprehensively
identify and
discuss how word
choice and order,
figurative
language, plot,
setting and
character work
together to
create mood and
tone.

I can
thoroughly
identify and
discuss how
word choice
and order,
figurative
language, plot,
setting and
character work
together to
create mood
and tone.

I can identify
and discuss how
word choice and
order, figurative
language, plot,
setting and
character work
together to
create mood
and tone with
support.

I cannot
demonstratie an
understanding

of learner
outcomes at
grade level.

There is not
enough

evidence to
provide a grade
on the learner

outcomes.
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Excellent 85% -
100%

Proficient 66% -
84%

Basic 50% - 65% Not Yet Incomplete

3.4.1.2 Share and
Review - Share
ideas and
information -
integrate
appropriate
media to inform
and engage the
audience

I can
comprehensively

integrate
appropriate

media to inform
and engage the

audience.

I can
thoroughly
integrate
appropriate
media to
inform and
engage the
audience

I can integrate
appropriate
media to inform
and engage the
audience with
support.

I cannot
demonstrate an
understanding

of learner
outcomes at
grade level.

There is not
enough

evidence to
provide a grade
on the learner

outcomes.


